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ABSTRACT 
The recent reorganization ofMotorola SPS CSG in Hong Kong has created new 
opportunities for the company. To take advantage of these opportunities and meet the 
chaUenges associated with them, outsourcing to Cadence Design Systems' Cadence 
Design Services arm is considered. The objective of this project is to analyze the 
feasibility of Motorola SPS CSG in Hong Kong outsourcing to Cadence Design 
Services. 
Li this project, important benefits, risks and issues resulting from outsourcing 
are identified and the services Cadence offers are reviewed. After that, the feasibility of 
outsourcing to Cadence is analyzed. Finally, recommendation is made on what can be 
outsourced to Cadence. 
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Outsourcing can be defined as the transfer of an organization's internal activities 
to a third party service p r o v i d e r � L i s mpler terms, outsourcing is contracting out 
work. Outsourcing can be used by organizations if the service provider can perform the 
work more efficiently or less expensively than it can be done in-house. Today, both 
peripheral activities and integral activities are candidates for outsourcing. 
In this chapter, the benefits, risks, and issues related to outsourcing are 
presented. The presentation of benefits and risks are categorized in terms of strategic, 
financial, operational, and human resources viewpoints. The presentation of 
outsourcing issues concentrates on feasibility and planning issues, outsourcing 
candidate identification issues, outsourcing engagement issues, management of the 
outsourcing contract issues, human resources development to support the outsourcing 
strategy issues, and outsourcing post-mortem analysis issues. In addition, this chapter 
also presents other important findings related to outsourcing and the current trends in 
outsourcing. 
Benefits of Outsourcing 
Strategic Benefits 
Companies are spending scarce efforts and financial resources on many areas. 
Organizations need to focus on core inteUectual and service competencies to enhance 
1 L:ving, Ray; Harrison, Paul. Outsourcing. Corby, England: kistitute of 
Management, 1996: 1. 
I 
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their performance^ They need to ensure that these critical service activities are best-in-
class in order to maintain a long-term competitive advantage. Outsourcing is an 
important method to leverage this knowledge and service based strategy. By 
incorporating outsourcing, companies can concentrate their scarce resources on 
revenue-generating activities. Non-core activities, services that require repetitive low-
level or maintenance tasks to be performed, or manufacturing commodity-like 
components can be considered as ideal candidates for outsourcing^. 
Another strategic benefit with outsourcing is companies can gain competitive 
advantages through aUiances with the outsourcing vendor. The vendor can, with the 
expertise that it possesses, synergize with in-house staff. In addition, through the 
vendor's expertise, the company can streamline the management and processes for the 
outsourced service. 
A third benefit is that outsourcing can be used to reengineer the organization by 
changing processes and ways businesses are conducted through transformational 
outsourcing^. 
Financial Benefits 
A major financial benefit of outsourcing is the redirection of administration cost 
and faciUties cost^. With outsourcing, costs such as turnover costs are removed, 
staffing is minimized, and budget flexibility is increased. Budget flexibility is increased 
because fund allocation can be directed more to services instead of allocating budget to 
staff salary. 
2 Quinn, James Brian. LitelUgent enterprise: a knowledge and service based paradigm 
for industry. New York: Maxwell Macmillian Litemational, 1992: 31-59. 
3 Venkatesan, Ravi. "Strategic sourcing: To make or not to make." Harvard Business 
Review (November 1, 1992): 24-37. 
4 Minoli, Daniel. Analyzing outsourcing: reengineering information and communication 
systems. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995: 257-297. 
5 Jbid: 1-25. 
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From another viewpoint, outsourcing often reduce cost because of the 
economies of scale provided by vendor. Outsourcing vendors can perform services 
more cost effectively. 
Operational Benefits 
From the operational perspective, the vendor can perform the outsourced 
function better, faster and more efficiently. For example, vendor specialists can run the 
process more reliably and responsively, can reduce product introduction cycle times, 
and can increase process efficiency through formal capacity planning models and added 
functionality provided by vendor. 
Operationally, the vendor can help to deploy new technologies that they possess 
or have expertise in where the company might not make an investment in separately. 
Outsourcing can also indirectly provide added values such as sparking innovation 
among the employees through their interactions. 
Human Resources Benefits 
Outsourcing is a mechanism that can improve services through specific expertise 
that is lacking internally without adding in-house positions. This strategy alleviates 
hiring problems and implements new services without expensive staff retraining. It can 
I 
augment existing staff workload during peak demand periods for a welcome relief or to 
staff up for short-term weU-defined projects to reduce manpower fluctuations. With 
outsourcing, career development, rewarding, training and motivating for the vendor 
personnel would not be needed. Outsourcing personnel can be considered as hired 
mercenaries that do the tasks and leave upon completion of them. 
With outsourcing, the company can have the flexibility of discontinuing such 
outsourced services without displacing in-house personnel. 
4 
Risks of Outsourcing 
Strategic Risks 
There are strategic risks when outsourcing is employed6. Qne is that it may 
leave a company too focused to identify or develop new opportunities. By becoming 
too dependent on a vendor, the outsourcing company can lose leverage and control over 
future development. Also, there is a possibility of mismatch of outsourcing skills based 
on today's needs and those skills needed in the future. In other words, there is a 
possibility that the outsourcing is developing the wrong skills. 
Another strategic risk is that for outsourcing contracts that are no longer 
competitive, the company might be locked into services that are no longer strategically 卜 
, i:l sound. I ： 
i.; u 
Financial Risks 
When a company engages in outsourcing, the contract with the vendor usually I 
would define the service level agreement or the company's expectations. However, at [ 
i i, times, there might be costs that are unanticipated and not covered by vendor. When | 
丨. 
j unexpected events occur, the company needs to bear such financial cost. I i I 
The outsourcing company may also face financial risk when the outsourcing ^ 
vendor stumbles. The possibility of this arising is large if the outsourcing contract is 
not managed properly?. If the outsourcing vendor or its subcontractors fail to deliver ‘ 
expected results the company has made committed to its customers, the company might 
need to bear certain cost here. It can be recuperated by penalizing the outsourcing 
vendor for non-performance provided that the cost the company needs to bear is 
6 Quinn, James Brian. LitelHgent enterprise: a knowledge and service based paradigm 
for industry. New York: Maxwell Macmillian Memational, 1992: 71-97. 
7 Peish, Richard. "When outsourcing goes awry." Harvard Business Review (May 1, 
1995): 98-107. 
i ！ I - 5 
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financial in nature. However, the cost might be the loss of reputation for not delivering 
on time or not delivering quality products or services. 
Another financial risk with outsourcing is the inaccurate forecast of cost savings 
with outsourcing. This risk also exists for cases where, because of a lengthy contract, 
cost reduction in the marketplace is not reaUzed within the company. 
Outsourcing can cause the company to be at the mercy of the vendor. Once 
locked into an outsourcing vendor, the outsourcing company may be forced to commit 
to additional agreements financially in favor of the vendor. 
Operational Risks 
The biggest operational risk of outsourcing results from poorly defined 
requirements that is specified in the contract agreement. Poorly defined requirements 
!i| 
can result in poor service levels. Statements such as "highest level of service feasible" 
used in the contract would allow the vendor to define the service level it deems to be 
adequate. This would allow the outsourcing vendor to get away with what the 
company might deem as not performing to standard. 
Another operational risk is the outsourcing vendor not delivering according to 
schedule. This can be due to loss of key vendor personnel that had worked closely 
with the company and leamed the nuances needed to get the outsourcing work done. A 
loss of such personnel means that the outsourcing vendor would need to do catch up 
I. • 
with new personnel. Such slips in schedule can cause financial impact as described 
above. 
A third operational risk is that when outsourcing starts, the transition from in-
house services may affect product or service quaHty and availability. This happens 
when there is a ramp up of outsourcing personnel in getting familiar with the 






Human Resources Risks 
One human resources risk that occurs with outsourcing is a loss of critical 
knowledge of work that is outsourcedl Knowledge possessed by the employees that 
are displaced by outsourcing wiU be lost unless a core team continuously work with the 
outsourcing vendor personnel. This applies equally to loss of new knowledge created 
by the outsourcing vendor personnel. The loss of knowledge can have consequences in 
the ability to repossess the outsourced work back in-house. Expensive restaffing and 
retraining, once outsourcing ends, would be needed to get the expertise back in-house. 
The loss of knowledge can also lead to the inability of in-house expertise in making 
decisions or solve problems another department might have that the expertise 
outsourced might help. 
Another risk with outsourcing is that the remaining staff would feel like second 
class citizens where theirjobs can be outsourced and displaced easily. This might result 
in casting an unproductive pall over the affected organization. 
A third risk is that the outsourcing vendor personnel will only do what they are 
told to do. Creative innovation that might with loyal employees will not materiaUze 
with outsourcing vendor personnel. A Silicon VaUey manager who objects to his 
company's turning to contract workers for services said, “a mercenary may shoot a 
gun the same as a soldier, but he will not create a revolution, build a new society, or die 
for the homeland."^ 丨 
8 Quinn, James Brian. Litelligent enterprise: a knowledge and service based paradigm 
for industry. New York: Maxwell Macmillian Litemational, 1992: 71-97. 








Feasibility and Planning 
Before outsourcing is to be considered, feasibility study and planning need to be 
performed. It is important that the objectives are identified. With the objectives in 
mind, strategic initiatives that can lead the corporation can then be investigated. This 
includes the strategy of outsourcing. 
Li order to determine if outsourcing can be a strategic initiative that can meet the 
corporation's objective，the company needs to identify and analyze its core and support 
functions, and the abilities of its workforce. This can determine if and where 
outsourcing can be utiHzed. The data obtained should be compared to data obtained 
I 
from benchmarking such services with the industry. In-house services for functions 
that are not comparable to best-in-class services for the cost the company is incurring 
compared to services that an outsourcing vendor can provide are candidates for 
• 10 
outsourcing. 
The company needs to ensure that the functions identified for outsourcing are in 
line with future growth in mind. This requires the company to conduct a formal 
capacity planning. For areas that outsourcing can be utilized, the company's cultural 
expectation needs to be identified and reviewed. This is to determine if outsourcing the 
functions identified would or would not clash with the company culture and the 
workforce's expectation. , 
When the area where outsourcing can be utiHzed is identified, the company 
needs to set service levels required. These requirements need to be established in the 
formal service level agreement with the outsourcing vendor". Services that have 
clearly definable service levels and clearly definable time frame for the services to be 
1° Quinn, James Brian. Litelligent enterprise: a knowledge and service based paradigm 





delivered can minimize the ambiguity both the outsourcing company and the 
outsourcing vendor might have. 
Also, the outsourcing service should consider the expenditure and income 
derivable over the decision's life cycle, including all the potential cost overruns that can 
be identified, and notjust the initial cost. This is because the initial cost does not reflect 
the true cost over the entire life cycle'l The expenditure budgeted should also include 
the cost incurred during the transition phases at the beginning and at the end of the 
outsourcing contract. For outsourcing services that have definable time frame and 
definable results for delivery, the company needs to plan the organization to handle the 
new environment after the product is completed and delivered at the end of the contract. 
Planning for after the outsourcing contract terminates is as important as planning for 
outsourcing itself. ‘ 
Outsourcing Candidate Identification 
When choosing an outsourcing candidate, the company should look at the 
certain characteristics in the candidate^^ First and foremost is that the candidate should 
have knowledge of the company's business. This would enable the candidate to have a 
better understanding of what the expectations the company has. A characteristic the 
company should scrutinize the candidate on is ks track record in the service that the 
candidate offers. The company has to determine if the vendor can meet schedules, how 
f 
weU can it meet budget constraints, the candidate's project management capabilities like 
project planning, project tracking and project control, the level of technological 
leadership it possesses, and the satisfaction level of the services it provides. If 
available, the availabiHty statistics and reHabiHty statistics of the candidate's services 
“L :v ing , Ray; Harrison, Paul. Outsourcing. Corby, England: Institute of 
Management, 1996: 15-18. 
12 Minoli, Daniel. Analyzing outsourcing: reengineering information and 
communication systems. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995: 86. 
i 1 ？ f ？ 
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from previous customers can help the analysis. The analysis of these characteristics 
would provide a benchmark of how well the candidate would perform technically. 
Another characteristic to examine is how well the vendor can handle the 
geographical dispersiveness of the outsourcing organization in terms of technical 
breadth of the personnel around the world and in terms of how the outsourcing 
vendor's ability in communicating due to language issues and the time difference with 
the locations involved. At the operational level, the vendor's availability of personnel 
and turnover rates need to be noted. The former would allow the company to determine 
how much flexibility the candidate has in supplying the needed personnel on short 
notices or providing extraordinary services in a quick turnaround time. This analysis 
can be done using figures such as staffing level with respect to the volume of business 
the candidate does. The latter would allow the company to know the stability of the i 
vendor personnel. Through this, possibility of delays the outsourcing company might 
face because of the possible turnovers with the vendor personnel can be estimated. 
In the financial aspect, the company should evaluate if the candidate is 
financially stable to minimize the risk that might exist if the candidate encounters a 
severe financial downturn. Also, the company needs to consider that the candidate's 
charges are considered to be a reasonable price for the services to be agreed upon. 
Another set of characteristics to consider is the candidate's honesty, integrity 
and its view on the importance of keeping confidentiality. This is especially important 
for vendors that might offer similar services to the company's competitors. One other 
characteristic to consider is how well the outsourcing vendor matches up with the 
company's culture. A mismatch can result in conflicts in results to be produced on both 
sides. 
13 Irving, Ray; Harrison, Paul. Outsourcing. Corby, England: kistitute of 
Management, 1996: 12. 
I I ^ 
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Outsourcing Engagement 
When engaging the outsourcing candidate, there are a few basic types of 
engagement contracts that can be used. In particular for outsourcing projects, they are 
time and materials engagement, fixed price engagement, cost plus engagement, and no-
cure, no-pay engagement^^. 
The time and materials engagement provides the most flexibility. The company 
can simply say, “I want X: and the outsourcing vendor will keep working on it until 
the project is completed or the company runs out of money to support the project. It is 
flexible in that the company can change its mind on what X is. On the flip side, this in 
effect is an open contract where the company relies on the vendor to put their best effort 
in getting the project done. Also, in particular when changes are requested, the time 
required for completion usually increases. Another risk with this kind of outsourcing 
contract engagement is that if the cost had substantially overrun the initial estimate, 
pulling out of the contract can mean a huge cost to the company without the benefits 
originally planned for being realized. 
Fixed price engagement is an alternative to the time and materials engagement. 
Fixed price engagement will guarantee that the vendor will not overrun its estimates or it 
will absorb the cost if overrun occurs. However, such guarantees can potentially add a 
huge premium to the cost of an equivalent time and materials contract engagement. 
Fixed price engagement would however require the company to specify what is meant 
with saying, "I want X.” Another disadvantage in using such an engagement is that 
any changes required will needed additional negotiation for more time and money. 
The cost plus engagement is similar to the fixed price engagement. However, it 
has an added incentive to the outsourcing vendor for on time delivery. 
^^  McConnell, Steve. Rapid development: taming wild software schedules. Redmond, 
Washington: Microsoft Press, 1996: 495. 
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The no-cure, no-pay engagement can ensure that the outsourcing service is 
driven by significant milestones. By providing the vendor only a downpayment, the 
company only needs to pay the vendor upon reaching those milestones. The company 
can define the milestones in such a way that when the vendor reaches them, the 
company can be confident that the project will ultimately succeed. Contracting for 
result will minimize the ambiguity and the risk of a contract that is not well defined. 
Obviously, the milestones need to be defined during the contract negotiation where both 
sides need to agree upon. 
Before negotiations begin, the company needs to determine what the scope of 
the outsourcing services that is required. When the vendor is engaged, the pricing 
model needs to be explored. If the mode of engagement requires specifications to be 
defined, for outsourcing services that have deliverables and time frame, any technical 
details that can be defined should be included. This should include clear definitions for 
deliverables such as end product，documentation, test plan, test cases, test results, 
quality metrics and maintenance plan. Since many of the items defined can change due 
to unpredictability, the contact should include price adjustment clauses. Such a clause 
can also be used for integrating specific technologies during the life of the agreement 
based on the market cost. During contact negotiation, many items need to be 
considered. These include items such as how progress tracking of the project is to be 
done. This is to ensure that the outsourced project is on track. Another item is how 
validation of product deHvered as compared to specifications is to be performed. By 
stating the method on verifying whether the product or service delivered meet 
specifications, misunderstanding on both sides would be minimized. The contract 
negotiation should also include the setting up of communication channels for both 
operations and management personnel on both sides with escalation procedures 
defined. Penalty clauses for failure to resolve problems with agreed upon time frame 
will make sure neither side is holding up the progress of the outsourced project. The 
penalty clause should also cover any other nonperformance such as failing to deliver the 
specified product or service. To ensure that the right people are brought in, the 
12 
company should also negotiate for an approval process over personnel assigned. 
Negotiation should also stipdate the work done by the outsourcing personnel be the 
property of the company. This is important for any development of inteUectual 
properties or any development of processes in leveraging the company's inteUectual 
properties. If the outsourcing vendor tums around and uses the expertise just 
developed for outsourcing a similar service to a competitor of the company, the 
competitor would gain the knowledge that the company had paid for and waited for in 
very quick time. The knowledge gained by the outsourcing personnel can not be 
controlled but the work done can be. This will Hmit the reusabiUty of knowledge and 
expertise by competitors. Licentives should also be negotiated into the contract. This 
can be used to encourage the vendor in delivering on time. M these items discussed 
above are to ensure that the company is managing the outsourcing risk as best as it can. 
Even when the vendor is engaged to perform certain outsourcing work, the 
company should maintain enough control to pull the work back in-house if required. 
Unexpected events such as company reorganization, the addition of a new line of 
business or the phasing out existing line of business can occur. An opt-out clause 
needs to be included in the contract and provisions to have in-house personnel be ready 
for the termination of the outsourcing contract. 
When all the terms are finalized, legal counsels should be brought in to ensure 
that the contract terms are not unfavorable to the company. For future contracts or for 
further negotiation, aU discussions and decisions should be documented. One final 
point to note is that the engagement with the vendor for outsourcing should work 
toward building a strong relationship where both sides can benefit from one another. 
Managing the Outsourcing Contract 
Managing the outsourcing contract is equaUy as important as planning for 
outsourcing itself and planning for after the outsourcing contract terminates Careful 
attention needs to be paid in managing the outsourcing relationship. Just because 
1 3 
someone else now needs to do the work, outsourcing does not mean one does not have 
to pay any attention to it. Even if no outsourcing crisis occurs, the company will get 
what it asks for and will not get what it does not ask for. The outsourcing project needs 
to be managed properly and this responsibility needs to be shared by the outsourcing 
company. 
The management team administering the outsourcing contract needs to ensure 
that all the terms and conditions stipulated in the contract are met. Regularly scheduled 
meetings with the outsourcing vendor are needed to review the service level provided 
and customer satisfaction results to provide feedback to the vendor in whether the 
service being provided is or is not meeting the deliverables defined in the contract. The 
management team should also review the contract itself with the vendor regularly. This 
is to allow any recent findings from the company's capacity planning to be negotiated 
and amended into the existing contract. The meetings should also be used to have both 
parties share and discuss openly their short term and long term objectives so that the 
outsourcing partnership grows stronger. 
Another aspect the management team needs to manage is the outsourcing 
personnel relationship with vendor. Li addition to ensuring that the right personnel are 
being brought in at the beginning, the management team needs to ensure that the 
personnel are doing their jobs as expected. For outsourcing contracts that have 
outsourcing personnel working on the company's premises, the management team has a 
better view of the work being produced by those personnel. The team can identify 
certain issues that need to be managed with the vendor. 
One other aspect the management team needs to manage is the possibility of the 
service provided by outsourcing vendor going awry. The management team needs to 
be prepared to manage such scenarios that come with the risk of outsourcing. 
14 
Human Resources Development 
When it is determined that outsourcing is to be deployed, the Human Resources 
Department would need to set the proper framework required to support the outsourcing 
strategy. This includes setting the right recruitment poHcy based on the forecast of the 
company's workforce needs and attracting the right applicants for current and future 
needs in line with the outsourcing strategy. 
For the existing workforce, programs need to be developed to ensure 
assimilation of outsourcing is smooth. Also, programs to train up the workforce that 
used to perform the outsourced functions with new skills need to be developed and 
controls need to be set to ensure that the training is effective. For the employees whose 
services that are no longer required and would not want to or could not be trained for 
new skills, human resources need to carry out the company's retirement and termination 
policies. Jn addition, the objectives of outsourcing need to be communicated clearly to 
the employees, and, if possible, monitor employee satisfaction. 
Outsourcing Post-mortem Analysis 
When the outsourcing project is completed, a review of the success or failure of 
the project with respect to the short term and long term interest of the company should 
be examined. This evaluation of the outsourcing outcome should be performed by 
people that are independent from the people that originally made the outsourcing 
decision or the people that managed the outsourcing project. This is to ensure no bias is 
present in the evaluation. This evaluation should be made with the premise that it is not 
used forjudging and punishing the people involved with the outsourcing project if it is 
found to be a failure. This evaluation should be used to leam from the outsourcing 
exercise so that hazards encountered in the outsourcing project are avoided in future 
outsourcing ventures. 
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Other toportant Findings 
The software development industry faces similar intense schedule pressure to 
ship products that are faced by the IC design industry. Some of the analyses of the 
software development industry can be applied to the IC design industry because they 
both deal with the development and delivery of products. Jn the book Rapid 
development: Taming wild software schedules, it presented a study on methods to 
achieve rapid software development. In addition to analyzing outsourcing, it pointed 
out four dimensions for maximizing software development speed. The four dimensions 
are process, people, technology and product!;. When outsourcing is being considered 
for the IC design industry, three of the four dimensions should be considered. They 
are process, people and technology. Except for the product dimension, these three 
dimensions can be influenced by outsourcing. 
For the people dimension, studies quoted in the book found that greater than 10-
to-1 differences exist among individuals with different depths and breadths of 
experience. Also, 5-to-l differences exist among groups with different levels of 
experience. This is a reinforcement of the phrase "people are our most valuable asset." 
For the process dimension, both management and technical methodologies make 
a difference to development speed. Examples cited companies that had explicitly 
focused on improving their development processes have, over several years, cut their 
time-to-market by about one-half and have reduced costs and defects by factors of three 
to ten. The focus on process wiU allow for rework avoidance, quality assurance, 
development fundamentals, risk management, life cycle planning and customer 
orientation. 
For the technology dimension, productivity tools can make a difference to 
development speed if a change is made to more effective tools. Improvements, 
however, it is argued, are usually not because of tools used. Tools are only a 
15 Md: 11-18. 
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secondary contributor to an organization's overall level of productivity. In a review of 
ten software projects that organizations had selected as their best projects, these projects 
did not necessarily have state-of-the-art methodologies or extensive automation tools. 
The most important principles were strong teamwork, project communication and 
project controls. However, this does not discount the need to have an adequate set of 
development tools and development processes. 
When thinking about outsourcing, the influences of three of the four dimensions 
need to be considered for improving development speed. An outsourcing vendor can 
help by supplying the right people, the right technology and the right process. 
Outsourcing Trends 
There has been a trend in the business world to outsource� In a survey 
conducted by A.T. Keamey on 26 major companies in early 1996，86% said that, in 
1995, they outsourced some activity^^ This had increased from 58% only three years 
earlier. In another survey conducted by Penton Research Services as reported in the 
Kansas City Business Joumal, 44% of the executives surveyed outsource more than 
they did five years ago and that 47% expect to increase the amount of outsourced work 
b y 2 0 0 0口 
Some say that outsourcing was attributed to the management gurus such as 
Peter Drucker and Tom Peters' endorsement of outsourcing as a cost-cutting measure. 
However, outsourcing is happening in organizations that are not in trouble and are • 
trying to save a Httle money. They are often the corporate leaders. This rush to 
outsourcing has created an industry that is worth $100 billion USD. In 1996，KPMG 
16 Byme, John A. “Has outsourcing gone too far?" Business Week (April 1’ 1996): 28-29 • 
口 Darling-Foster, Allison. "Outsourcing can cut costs, add expertise." 
http://www.amcity.com/kanascity/stories/051997/smallb2.html. Kansas Citv Business Joumal (May 19, 1997). 
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Peat Marwick expects its outsourcing revenues to double in three years to $500 million 
USD. 
Li a study conducted at MTT's Sloan School of Management in 1992，using data 
supplied by CIOs at 200 Fortune 500 manufacturing and services firms, three results 
were found^^. They are: 
• costs remain a primary factor in the outsourcing decision 
• outsourcing follows an "emulative pattern" after a large deal in announced 
• investors generaIly react favorably to outsourcing plans, especially when 
cost considerations are high 
In many cases, many companies are outsourcing non-core activities to allow 
specialists to take care of these functions more effectively and efficiently in order to 
compete more competitively. The activities most frequently outsourced are 
manufacturing, accounting for 40% of outsourced services, and transportation, 
distribution and warehousing accounting for 30%, combined. Additionally, functions 
such as accounting services, benefits administrations, communications, computer 
training, copy and printing services, data processing, health and safety, housekeeping, 
human resources, information services, legal advice, mail room services, maintenance, 
marketing office support, payroU processing, records management, recruiting, 
sales/telemarketing, training and development are becoming popular non-essential 
functions to outsource. This does not mean that core activities are not outsourced 
though. Activities such as product designs are being outsourced also. 
Design outsourcing is becoming a strategic tool in many big American 
corporations. Pressures to cut project costs, particularly when spending is going up for 
the hardware and software required for design work, and time to market is being cut to 
beat the competition and save on cost are changing the landscape of in-house design 
departments in companies such as ffiM, Rubbermaid and AT&T. In 1995 survey done 
18 Minoli, Daniel. Analyzing outsourcing: reengineering information and 
communication svstems. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1995. 
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by Business Week and the Lidustrial Designers Society of America of 53 design 
departments in America's largest companies, it was found that American corporations 
were managing design work by bringing independent design shops to team up with in-
house groups!9 This is done to spark innovation and save money while staffing levels 
were being reduced or held constant even when the workload soared. The survey 
found that one multi-biUion dollar company said it outsourced everything that is needed 
to do product development and a few companies outsourced various major design 
functions. One interesting point to note is that companies outsourced to former 
employees that had decided to leave to start their own companies. They are given the 
outsourcing contracts because the former employees understand the culture and know 
what needs to be done at a lower cost. The growth of these types of consulting 
companies would increase if the corporate demand is there. 




MOTOROLA SPS CONSUMER SYSTEMS GROUP 
Background 
The semiconductor industry has grown dramatically in the past decades. The 
growth has followed Moore's Law, that being the number of transistors per unit area of 
silicon doubling every 18 months. The industry evolved from building discrete 
components to complex ASICs (application specific ICs) and full custom ICs such as 
digital signal processors (DSPs) and microprocessors. Today, customers are no longer 
looking for semiconductor products that performs a specific function like digital signal 
processing (DSP) chips for audio products, MPEG chips for video display, or 
microcontrollers for controlling consumer products. Instead, they are looking for a 
total solution on one single chip where microprocessor core, DSP, MPEG, SRAM, 
DRAM, ROM, data caches, and interfaces are packaged together as a systems on a 
chip. This would reduce manufacturing costs and increase system performance. 
Systems on a chip can be built by bringing various proprietary building blocks, known 
as IP (intellectual property), together. The realization of such systems on a chip again 
increases the complexity of the design methodology by incorporating design tools such 
as high-level design analysis in addition to tools that are currently being used. IC 
design companies need to continue to adopt and deploy these new technologies and 
keep on innovating in order to provide new products to their customers. 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector (SPS), a company with worldwide 
sales of $8 biUion USD in 1997, realizes the changes in the market reorganized itself 
recently. In June, 1997, Motorola SPS reaHgned itself into five Market Business 
Groups (MBGs) to better understand and anticipate customer and market needs for 
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developments of distinctive systems solutions in the consumer, networking, 
computing, transportation and wireless communications markets. This realignment 
towards creating solutions for the defined market segments is a change from the 
organizational alignment that had focused on specific product lines that had served 
Motorola SPS customers well in the past. 
This reorganization created new opportunities for the Hong Kong office. One 
of the MBGs created is the Consumer Systems Group (CSG) and Hong Kong is 
designated as its headquarters. CSG's mission is to develop systems solutions for 
imaging, displays, entertainment and consumer media products and is responsible for 
the anticipated significant growth in this business and newly emerging business 
opportunities in this newly formed Market Business Group. The refocus of the 
company and the expected growth means new and additional design activities will be 
required across the CSG organization worldwide. This includes the IC Design Center 
situated in Hong Kong. Currently, the Hong Kong IC Design Center employs 
approximately 130 design managers and engineers for four of the five MBGs with CSG 
accounting for approximately 80% of the staff. 
CSG Needs 
， In this competitive semiconductor industry, it is becoming more critical that 
products need to be shipped out the door with smaller time window. However, the 
Hong Kong IC Design Center, at times, does not possess the staffing with the expertise 
required to complement with other CSG design teams around the world for the 
explosive growth in design activity that is occurring and the growth that is expected to 
occur. For newly formed businesses in CSG, quick product development is important 
for CSG to estabHsh a strong presence in emerging consumer electronic markets. 
Because many businesses are newly formed, there is a lack of design engineers with the 
required expertise. Currently, many projects are vigorously looking for experienced 
engineers to fiU the needed posts as soon as they can. In addition, the tight schedule 
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committed means attention to the staffing problem is needed immediately. AU this, in 
addition to training the existing engineers with new skills, requires alternatives to be 
examined in how to get the IC designs completed to meet customers' needs and 
schedules. 
Analyzing Outsourcing to Cadence 
With Motorola SPS's initiative to standardize the design framework worldwide 
with the Unified Design System (UDS), many Cadence tools are used in the UDS 
front-end to back-end design process toolset. Li addition to Cadence's presence in 
Hong Kong that provides first Hne of support through their field application engineers 
in the territory, the company also offers professional services that include design 
services and technical resources in North America, Europe and Japan. 
With the availability of Cadence Design Services and the current lack of design 
engineers in certain businesses in CSG in Hong Kong, I will consider the feasibility of 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector Consumer Systems Group in Hong Kong 
using Cadence Design Services as an outsourcing resource in this project. By analyzing 
various aspects, CSG management in Hong Kong can make a more informed decision 
if it comes to a point that outsourcing to Cadence is to be considered. 
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CHAPTER m 
REVIEW OF CADENCE DESIGN SYSTEMS 
This chapter wiU first review Cadence Design Systems' company background. 
Then, specifically, Cadence Design Services, and in particular, Multimedia Design 
Services, will be examined. A review of recent Cadence Design Services agreements 
with Cadence customers and partners is then presented. 
Company Background 
Since the 1980s, the San Jose-based Cadence Design Systems, Inc. has 
provided electronic design automation software tools for the electronic industry to 
accelerate and manage the design of semiconductor products. Cadence behavioral 
design tools, schematic entry tools, simulation tools, layout entry tools, place and route 
tools, verification tools and technical support have been, and still are, important parts of 
the framework used by Motorola SPS Hong Kong IC Design Center. In recent years, 
Cadence has become the world leader in design automation tool supplier with its 
integrated tool, flow and methodology approach. The company had more than 3,750 
employees and annual sales of $916 million in 1997. 
Over the years, in addition to creating such technology, Cadence also works 
with its customers to integrate Cadence technology with its customers' processes in 
designing semiconductor products through its consulting services arm. It helps to 
create an enhanced product development environment for its customers to maximize 
productivity with Cadence software applications. The consulting services arm provides 
tool training, methodology training, design library database creation and data 
management services, services to integrate multiple tools for methodologies such as 
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block based design, high speed board design and R/F analog design, and management 
solutions such as process reviews, project management, capacity planning and change 
management. By 1997, Cadence consulting services had helped customers complete 
over 40 proprietary process improvement projects. 
Cadence Design Services 
In 1993，Cadence started to provide design services for customers that want to 
bring their semiconductor-based products to market faster while maximizing retum on 
investment with Cadence's skills in utilizing advanced design technology. Cadence has 
set up Design Factory worldwide that provides silicon technology services, IP 
authoring and development services, digital IC design, analog IC design, systems on a 
chip design, system design, board design, embedded software design and product 
design. Cadence targets these services at companies that need help in meeting the 
demand of consumer products that require IC design solutions but lack the experience 
or resources to do so. 
Cadence consulting and design services that provide any combination of design 
results, process and methodology with its team of professionals are becoming an 
important，successful and thriving business for the company in this age of 
consumerized electronics. Table 1 shows some recent Cadence financial figures. Their 
services revenue accounts for over 14% of total revenue for 1996，up from less than 
5% for 1993. 
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TABLE1 
CADENCE FES[ANCIAL FIGURES (in USD) 
Year R&D Spending Total Revenue Services Revenue 
T 9 9 3 not available $ 3 6 m . $17M 
1994 $77M $429M $29M 
1995 $89M $548M $67M 
1996 $115M $742M $115M 
1997 $140M+(est.) $916M not available 
Source: Cadence literature and press releases 
Cadence invested heavily in this services business. To serve its customers, 
Cadence has established a Design Factory™ Network with over eighteen Factories with 
engineers, consultants and program management staff worldwide. In North America, 
these factories are located in San Jose, CA; San Diego, CA; Sunnyvale, CA; Rancho 
Bemardo, CA; Rochester, NY; Chelmsford, MA; Columbia, MD; Jackson, MS; Cary, 
NC; Portland, OR; Santa Barbara, CA; and Ottawa, Canada. In Europe, they are 
located in Manchester, UK; Livingston, UK; Bracknell, UK; Dublin, Lreland; Paris, 
France; and Milan, Italy. In Asia, one is located in Yokohama, Japan. As a note to the 
scale of these Design Factories, a Design Factory that opened in June 1997 in Ottawa 
that is to speciaUze in telecommunications cost $10 million USD. Cadence is 
committing to operate a 'virtual' model that allows talented engineers to live and work 
where they choose but still enjoy the benefits of working in a growing design-oriented 
organization. Cadence plans to add more than 1,000 IC and systems design engineers 
by the end of 1998. This will more than double its 1997 design capacity. 
Cadence realizes the importance of convergence and consumerization of 
electronic products. Table 2 shows the impact of convergence and consumerization of 
electronic products that Cadence believes the industry is heading in the next two years. 
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TABLE2 
M P A C T OF CONVERGENCE AND CONSUMEREATION 
l " 9 9 T " " " _ i 9 « ^ ^ ~ « ~ ~ 
Silicon Complexi ty~300K gates lM gates 5M gates 
Embedded Software minimaj[ significant enormous 
Mtial Design Cycle 14 months 10 months 8 months 
Derivative Cycle 7 months 5 months 2 months 
Primary JP Sources intragroup intergroup intercompany 
Example Cellular Set-top box Intemet 
AppUcations PDAyDVD Wireless PDA Appliance 
Source: Cadence literature 
Ensuring that its customers are getting what they paid for, Cadence engages 
design projects with customers on a results basis for complete or partial design 
responsibility. This ranges from specification to tape-out through working side by side 
with the customers' design team. Cadence has claimed that their design teams have 
successfully placed into production over 200 different IC designs with over 100 in the 
0.5um or 0.35um CMOS technologies on more than 300 results-based projects. Also, 
the complexities of some of these chips are in excess of 3 miUion logic gates and 
switching frequencies of over 300 MHz. 
The services that Cadence provides does not come cheap. For each engineer 
assigned to a project, Cadence charges US$200 per hour. If a Cadence engineer works 
on a project for one year, this will cost the outsourcing company US$390,000. 
Nevertheless, as seen from the revenue generated for services, many of Cadence's 
customers believe that they can either save a tremendous amount of money andA)r have 
a tremendous retum in the long run. 
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Multimedia Design Services 
Cadence offers three product-type design services, namely, high bandwidth 
communication, real time communication and multimedia, for customers that want 
production ready, reference system or IC level products. As the markets that CSG 
focuses on include multimedia products, the analysis will concentrate on the multimedia 
design services. 
In tackHng the multimedia product business, Cadence's Multimedia Design 
Center offers algorithm design, system architecture design, system hardware and 
software partitioning, system functional and performance modeling and analysis, 
system testbench generation and system prototyping. These are tied together with 
Cadence's worldwide network of digital and analog IC design and board design experts 
for implementation to be ready for system integration and verification of the completed 
electronic system. 
This multimedia design service provided by Cadence's multimedia experts at six 
of the Factories specializes in the design and implementation of electronic systems for 
digital imaging, digital video, digital audio and graphics applications by providing 
modeling, analysis, specification, implementation and integration services. More 
specifically, Cadence design services can help in designing circuitries for still image 
compression, image processing algorithm development, video compression, MPEG 
encoding and decoding, video effects processing and video display control. These 
designs can go into electronic systems such as digital still camera, digital video 
cameras/recorders, digital videoconferencing systems and digital video editing systems. 
Examples of Cadence analog designs done for multimedia products include clock DAC, 
visible CCDs, ER Readouts, CCD interfaces, signal processing CCDs and analog signal 
processing. Cadence possesses 20 process design kits and 12 foundry interfaces in 
their repertoire to get their services completed. 
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Recent Cadence Design Services News 
Jn the past three years, Cadence has signed various agreements with customers 
and partners related to its Design Factories. Cadence Design Services news are 
presented in Table 3 as a reference to understand better what companies are using 
Cadence Design Services and what this Design Services organization has been doing 
with customers and partners. This excludes agreements Motorola SPS has made with 
Cadence. The coverage of this wiU be provided in Chapter VI. 
TABLE3 
CADENCE DESIGN SERVICES NEWS 
Date Customer/Partner Deal Value of deal 
(USD) 
12/10/97 Scottish Enterprises"""To create a Design Factory with~~not available 
1800 engineers in 7 years 
10/31/97 unnamed global Tools, services and consulting multi-year, > 
electronics leader $ 100 million 
10/07/97 AppUed Magic custom IC design service not available 
10/06/97 Sony Provide design services not available 
06/24/97 Domosys Provide design services not available 
04/28/97 Ericsson Four-year agreement for tools not available 
and services 
04/24/97 Lucent Partner with Cadence Services not available 
Technologies to serve Lucent's customers 
04/14/97 Racal Data Group contracts professional services multi-year/multi-
million 
04/14/97 Tera Computer contracts engineering services $8 million 
04/11/97 Litemational Transfer ICL IC designers to not available 
Computers Ltd., Cadence and outsource back to 
Fujitsu subsidiary ICL 
12/09/96 Tundra Provide design services not available 
03/06/95 Unisys Transfer 150 Unisys HW and $75 million over 
SW designers to Cadence and 5 years 
outsource back to Unisys 
Source: Cadence Uterature and press releases 
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CHAPTER VI 
MOTOROLA SPS AND CADENCE 
In this chapter, several past Cadence outsourcing projects are presented. 
Moraiation such as the scope of the project, time frame and manpower used, where 
available, are detailed. Views on some of the projects outlined here and their views in 
general on outsourcing that were solicited from colleagues are presented. 
Past Cadence Outsourcing Projects 
There had been various projects that Motorola SPS had engaged with Cadence. 
One such project was for the delivery of Motorola's SCORPION multimedia graphics 
engine chip. This chip was introduced in August, 1997, for wireless and multimedia 
systems on silicon and chip sets designs. This project was a result of a multi-million 
dollar agreement signed the previous year and it took approximately six months for 
••. 
completion. In this outsourced project, Cadence helped Motorola SPS augment 
Cadence IC design toolset with Motorola's design database into an environment that 
enabled easy JP delivery with Cadence AIta Core Litegration Program. The program 
provided a vehicle for IP developers to accelerate the delivery of system-level core 
models to designers to allow them to efficiently source ]P and perform hardware and 
software co-verification for their system-level designs. 
In another project, in March, 1997, Motorola SPS in Phoenix employed 
Cadence's Design Process Transformation, a systematic approach that identifies 
problems and tailors specific customer solutions to improve time to market, to create an 
analog library development process. In this eighteen month program, library 
development that used to take five months can now be reduced to only three weeks. It 
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hadbeen estimatedthat this saved nearly $12 million USD annually from reducing the 
number of faulty mask iterations, labor savings and improved production yields 
because of the libraries' new efficiencies. In addition, it was estimated that $7 million 
USD worth of incremental sales will result. Don Murray, director of Motorola SPS 
Unified Design System Laboratory (UDSL), said in a press release, "the savings in 
money and resources were laying there waiting for us, and Cadence was the right 
organization to help us find them." Seventeen clearly defined project tasks were 
identified for this project where different focus of technology and methodologies would 
move library development from an ‘as is" to an improved "to be" state. Progress 
benchmarks were identified and were regularly reviewed as work progressed. 
In another project, Cadence's service organization worked with Motorola SPS 
in Austin in reducing the time needed to produce a Customer Specified Litegrated 
Circuit (CSIC) from months to only seven working days. This project, called Seven-
day CSIC, took more than 350 man months in 1993-1995 with twenty Motorola and 
Cadence engineers at its peak to complete with support and enhancements since then. 
This project also utilized Cadence's Design Process Transformation methodology. The 
project would aUow customers to choose from a pantry of modules designed to work 
with Motorola's HC08x microcontrollers the required functions for integration onto a 
single die with the microcontrollers as the core of the chip. Cadence helped Motorola 
by developing a specially-tailored design flow where aU the block integration entry and 
exit points, block-authoring processes, design tasks and variability within those tasks 
are strictly defined. A highly automated flow with sequence of defined steps can reduce 
several of the most time-consuming design steps, reduce inefficiencies and 
opportunities for errors, and make Seven-day CSIC possible. Since the completion of 
the Seven-day CSIC project, support for the environment was also outsourced to 
Cadence where six faU time Cadence engineers are dedicated to the job. Other projects 
subsequently were also outsourced to Cadence by Motorola SPS in Austin to perform 
register-transistor-level (RTL) coding of old modules for a new design process using 
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three Cadence personnel and to perform assessment for a seven-day project for another 
microcontroUer core using five Cadence personnel. 
Not aU the Cadence outsourcing occurs in the States. One project initiated by 
Motorola SPS's Singapore Design Center required Cadence to design a database to 
model 900 MHz cordless telephone systems in Cadence's SPW toolset. The project 
lasted for approximately nine months with Cadence supplying three engineers working 
with one Motorola engineer. At the completion of each major milestone, Cadence 
would provide training in Singapore. This project however did not reap the full 
potential as strategies changed on the development for 900 MHz cordless telephone 
systems. 
Li a project that was initiated by Hong Kong IC Design Center, a Cadence 
engineer situated in Taiwan was to migrate a design database done in a Cadence legacy 
design system to the current design system. The project did not meet Hong Kong's 
expectation as it tumed out the expertise expected from Cadence did not materialize. 
Views of Colleagues on Past Cadence Outsourcing Projects 
I soUcited information on the reasons on using Cadence for outsourcing, the 
satisfaction level of the results and any afterthoughts and worries on using Cadence 
from managers and designers for the Seven-day CSIC project, the 900 MHz cordless 
telephone systems project and the Hong Kong design database conversion project. 
For the Seven-day CSIC project, the manager now responsible for it indicated 
that he has high satisfaction level from the services Cadence provided. He felt that 
Cadence personnel delivered through hard work and good participation. For the 
personnel that started too slowly or did not fit into the team, Cadence made it very easy 
to swap out those personnel. The manager indicated that the reasons for using Cadence 
are that they understood Motorola's business and how the Motorola organization work, 
they have proven that they are reliable, and they have a significant presence in Austin. 
In addition, through the previous projects done with Cadence, the legal and finance 
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paperwork are now smooth for future outsourcing projects with Cadence. The 
afterthoughts the manager felt for the Seven-day CSIC outsourcing project are that 
Motorola should have had a longer term deal for better rates and a better relationship 
based on mutual benefits rather than money. Also, the manger felt that Motorola could 
not have done the project by itself in any reasonable time frame without Cadence. 
Another afterthought was that Motorola relied on Cadence too much on this project, the 
first project outsourced, and did not, at that time, staff the project on Motorola's side to 
be self sufficient when the contract was over. 
Some colleagues however felt that the Seven-day CSIC project was a costly 
venture. The main reasons for their views were that the technology that the project had 
developed around, the 8-bit microcontroller technology, though has large volume, has 
extremely low profit margin, and is an old technology. Resources, it is argued, should 
have been spent on new products with higher profit margin, because, strategically, 
concentrating on enhancing a product that can be considered to be a commodity is not 
sound. Also, the cost to receive Seven-day CSIC support now for design work done 
now is not inexpensive. 
For the 900 MHz cordless telephone systems project, the manager responsible 
for it indicated a fair satisfaction for the services Cadence provided. The reasons for 
using Cadence were that, at the start of the project, there was a lack of systems 
expertise in Motorola and that the time to market required immediate results. As for 
afterthoughts, this outsourcing exercise helped Motorola engineer leam modeling skills 
that were lacking. However, because of a change in strategy with cordless telephone 
systems design, a waste of efforts and money resulted. 
For the Hong Kong design database conversion project, the satisfaction level of 
the services provided by Cadence was poor. The reasons why the project was 
outsourced to Cadence were that the in-house personnel did not have the expertise to 
perform the work and that it was a one time exercise. It would not have made economic 
and strategic senses to train up in-house staff in order to do the work in-house. 
Afterthoughts on this exercise were that Cadence management in Hong Kong and 
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Taiwan said that they had the expertise to help us do the database conversion but 
operationally, they failed to deliver. 
Views of Colleagues on Outsourcing Design Work to Cadence 
Many of the outsourcing projects Cadence provided do not perform design 
services directly. Many are on developing design flow processes, modeling existing 
database and database migration into new design tools. With Cadence being able to 
provide design services and, at times, resources are lacking to perform the design 
work, the question of outsourcing design work to Cadence was posed to managers and 
designers. Questions detailed in the Appendix are used and the following summarizes 
the feedback given. 
Many of the risks outlined in Chapter I were expressed. Colleagues see 
outsourcing design work might cause Motorola to lose the knowledge of design skills 
for designs that utiUze new design flow processes. If staffing is not done to do the 
design work or leam from the design work outsourced to Cadence, Motorola will not 
be able to benefit and leam as it should and would be left with what is delivered to be 
supported intemally. Outsourcing might create a vacuum internally and, in the extreme, 
becomes just a silicon provider. Another risk is that Motorola might lose proprietary 
technology or information to Cadence if their personnel use those technology or 
information for performing design work. 
Because the going rate Cadence charges is US$200 per hour, colleagues 
question whether Cadence design engineers are actuaUy that much better than the 
existing personnel to justify the amount that Cadence is charging. Colleagues believe 
that Motorola, in particular, Asia Pacific, have skilled engineers who can leam new 
skills if required to carry out the design work. It makes sense to outsource to Cadence 
projects to develop design flow processes because designers do not necessary have the 
depth of expertise to develop such processes. However, it does not make sense to 
outsource design work at such a cost. Including aU the cost of hiring a full-time 
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engineer, a rough estimate of the difference in cost between getting a Cadence personnel 
onto a project compared to hiring an in-house personnel is approximately three times the 
cost. 
From the viewpoint of managing project outsourced to Cadence, because of the 
added interfacing with Cadence such as contract negotiation and program tracking of an 
off-site team, it is not as efficient compared to managing a team that is intemaL The 
problem would be compounded if the off-site team is in another timezone. Another 
concem pointed out by a colleague is that outsourcing to Cadence might cause worry to 
Motorola SPS's customers. Li particular, other Motorola sectors such as Paging, Land 
Mobile and CeUular Sectors would be concem that trusted information given to 
Motorola SPS for designing ICs now might fall into the hands of a third party, namely 
Cadence, if Motorola SPS decides to outsource those design work to Cadence. 
An extremely negative view with outsourcing to Cadence is that some 
colleagues believe that the outsourcing decision made was due in part to enabling work 
to be performed without increasing headcount. From the company's viewpoint, getting 
work done without increasing headcount with outsourcing that costs more than 
recruiting and training in-house personnel is not in the company's interest. 
Unfortunately, measures of efficiency of departments based on revenue generated per 
headcount will cause such agency problem. 
Not aU the viewpoints provided were negative. Colleagues believed that 
outsourcing certain design work that are laborious in nature to Cadence would free up 
time that can be spent wisely elsewhere. Tasks such as helping designers to perform 
simulations that are clearly defined by in-house personnel can be outsourced. The tasks 
of setting up the environment, running the simulation and collating the results can take 
away precious time the designer has in hand. However, these tasks, instead of 
outsourcing to Cadence Design Services, can be outsourced to subcontractors that cost 
less instead. Even if outsourcing to Cadence is used and that broader design tasks and 
not just laborious tasks are outsourced to them, coUeagues felt that this is acceptable. 
This is provided that as long as opportunities and training are provided for performing 
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other challenging and meaningful work if their original job function is outsourced. 
Designers do not want to be left out waiting to be retrenched. 
When responding to the questions whether Cadence should be considered for 
outsourcing when the project is tight, their comments were that aU projects are tight. 
They beHeved that management should anticipate the skills required and then spend the 
resources train up the design engineers with those skills. Also as important, money 
should be spent to provide the designers with better integration of available tools to let 
them perform their jobs without struggling with the tools. One example cited was 
integration of Mcspice，a circuit simulator developed by Motorola, and Cadence 
development tool. These tools had been in use for quite some time for the features each 
of the tools possesses. However, they do not work seamlessly together. Designers 
have to struggle to take one tool's output database to feed into another through manual 
tweaking. 
One final comment made that needs to be noted is that outsourcing design work 
to an entity such as Cadence can be an impetus to push in-house personnel to be diligent 
on their work produced. The reasoning is that there is somebody else available who is 




The benefits, risks, and issues of outsourcing, a review of Cadence Design 
Systems, a review of past Cadence outsourcing projects initiated by Motorola SPS and 
views of colleagues on these projects and on outsourcing design work to Cadence that 
are covered in previous chapters are used for this analysis chapter. The analysis of 
whether Motorola SPS CSG Hong Kong should outsource to Cadence Design 
Systems, analysis based on the technical, economic, legal, operational and sensitivity 
issues and analyses not covered in these issues are presented in this chapter. 
Technical Issues 
Cadence has shown that they understand the IC design industry, competent with 
providing the tools required for design and the services to integrate their tools into their 
customer's design flow process, particularly through the previous outsourcing projects 
Cadence provided to Motorola SPS. However, projects for developing design flow 
process were all done in the States. From past experience, Cadence has not shown that 
they are technicaUy capable to perform such work in Asia Pacific. If CSG Hong Kong 
were to require work to improve design flow process, work done by Cadence would be 
better off if done in the States unless Motorola works with Cadence to strategically 
choose Asia Pacific to be an area for significantly staffing up required resources to 
work with Motorola. 
For outsourcing design work to Cadence, the big question is can Cadence do it 
much better than in-house personnel. Even though Cadence has set up Design 
Factories across the globe with multi-media design as one of their specialties, it is still 
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an open question for outsourcing IC designs for consumer systems solutions. 
However, with Cadence Design Services, Motorola has the flexibHity to outsource 
certain design work to them in the States, assuming that they have similar expertise as 
in-house personnel, if there are extreme difficulties in hiring experienced designers. 
Economic Issues 
Given that the cost of outsourcing to Cadence is US$200 per hour, or that it 
costs roughly three times higher than for an in-house engineer, when aU the costs of 
hiring an engineer are included, outsourcing to Cadence is expensive in the short run. 
However, just because it is an expensive venture does not mean outsourcing to Cadence 
should not be considered. One has to looks at the possible long term benefits that can 
result. In order to do this, the project must be viewed for the entire life cycle. The 
initial cost of the outsourcing solution is not reflective of the total cost. M the expense 
the project will incur and all the revenue that can be derivable from the project must be 
budgeted, monitored and reviewed constantly to ensure that the expectations are 
reached. Measuring the retum on net asset (RONA), similar to how the company's 
performance is reviewed, can be used for analysis. 
An example showing the importance of analyzing the entire Ufe cycle is the 900 
MHz project as described in the previous chapter. The money invested was considered 
wasted when strategy changed. Without long term commitment to the project secured 
when the outsourcing decision was made, the risk of change in strategy that existed had 
materialized. Another example is the Seven-day CSIC project. Some argued that such 
an expensive project on a technology that was so mature, even at the time the decision 
to outsource was made, would not serve the company in the long term. 
It's understandable that no one can look into the future and know exactly what 
decisions are the right ones to make. Certain decisions might tum out to be costly 
ventures that do not reap the benefits. Thus, in the end, managers need to be aware of 
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the risks that they face with outsourcing to Cadence. It is an expensive investment that 
they are making. 
Legal Issues 
For outsourcing design flow process improvement projects to Cadence, there is 
no major legal issues to be concerned about. The legal contracts that had been drawn 
up for projects such as Seven-day CSIC can be used as basis for future projects. 
However, for outsourcing design projects to Cadence, Motorola needs to work closely 
with Cadence to ensure that there is no violation of export controls laws. When 
Cadence gains certain proprietary information required for performing design work, 
Motorola and Cadence have to ensure that IP is properly controlled and that Cadence 
personnel of certain nationaUties obtain authorizations before they can access those 
technology. 
Operational Issues 
An operational issue to consider is the need to manage the outsourcing project 
• . 
long distance. With the lack of Cadence technical expertise in Asia Pacific, design 
process improvement projects and design projects need to be performed in the States. 
Economically, it is not feasible to have Cadence design engineers to come on-site to do 
the design work with Motorola bearing the cost of providing the necessary hardware 
and software platform, lodging and travel. If work is to be done, outsourcing to 
Cadence Design Factories is the most feasible option. Managing outsourcing projects is 
difficult enough and long distance management, particularly if close interactions 
between the teams on both sides are required, makes the tasks more difficult. 
For design projects that CSG Hong Kong need to outsource where Cadence 
takes on complete or partial design responsibility from specification to tape-out and 
working alongside our design team, Motorola CSG Hong Kong needs to determine 
functions that can and might be outsourced to Cadence and clearly define the 
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specifications of the design work. Clear definitions such as technology selection, 
design constraint requirements, design block partitioning, block interfacing and 
simulation vectors can minimize the ambiguity that can delay the delivery of design for 
both in-house design work or outsourced design work. However, this is particularly 
important for outsourced work because changes in specifications usually mean 
renegotiation for more time and more money. 
An important issue at hand is can CSG Hong Kong define the specifications 
well enough, measure that the progress in on the right track and on schedule. 
Experience for management of in-house design work exists but experience in managing 
outsourced design work projects is lacking. This does not imply that Motorola CSG 
Hong Kong management cannot handle outsourcing projects. This implies that such 
skills are different from the existing skills used and managing outsourcing operationally 
is important. 
For design process improvement projects, Motorola CSG in Hong Kong also 
does not have experience in outsourcing any significant work to Cadence. If design 
process flow improvement projects are required to be done under the supervision of 
Hong Kong design managers to complement the design work to be done in Hong 
Kong, in-house personnel need to be trained to complement the Cadence personnel that 
will perform the outsourced work. The management skills as described for managing 
outsourced design projects are equally applicable here. 
Even when in-house skills are developed for managing and interfacing with 
outsourced projects with Cadence, as mentioned earlier, for Motorola's long term 
strategy, Cadence needs to be engaged to build up resources in Asia Pacific to work 
together for a long term relationship. 
Sensitivity Issues 
The major sensitivity issue to consider is how would outsourcing design 
process flow improvement projects or design projects to Cadence affect the morale of 
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the existing designers in CSG Hong Kong. Would they feel threaten that their job will 
be put at risk because they might perceive that the company is sending the signal that the 
existing people are unable to perform effectively and that outsourcing is required? If 
outsourcing proves to be successful, would more and more tasks be outsourced and 
thereby designers would be reengineered out of their job because their job function is 
no longer important? If so, would this create bad morale and be destructive to the 
existing operation? 
Interestingly, in the views on outsourcing design work to Cadence, the views of 
many colleagues are generaUy positive. Outsourcing grunt work required for design 
work or improving the design process flow are welcome news to them, provided that 
training programs to upgrade their skills to perform more advanced work are planned. 
The concem with how the morale will be affected is surprisingly not that huge. 
It should be noted that the views obtained from colleagues were solicited at a 
time that outsourcing design work to Cadence is not seriously considered by 
management. Their views on how outsourcing affects morale and motivation might 
change if management does indicate that outsourcing design work to Cadence is being 
seriously considered and if the outsourcing exercise is to strategically reduce headcount 
and does not offer challenging and meaningful work and growth for them. 
Other Analyses 
From the literature review on areas to note for maximizing development speed 
and from interviews with colleagues, the area that CSG Hong Kong needs to improve 
is to enhance the process on how the tools that we have at our disposal work together. 
The tools by themselves are leveling the playing field but it is the design process flow 
that gives a competitive advantage next to having the right personnel to do the work. 
The right personnel are here and what is needed is training to ensure that they are 
utilizing the tools and the design process flow effectively. 
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With the right design process flow utilized by the right people, this can help in 
working toward the trend of IP integration within the company and with other 
companies. Eventually, semiconductor companies would need to work closely with 
each other and with technology organizations such as Cadence to develop the design 
process flow for this type of engagement for sharing JP. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Lti performing the work in analyzing the feasibility of Motorola SPS CSG Hong 
Kong outsourcing to Cadence Design Systems, findings point to a need to reassess 
how the industry is changing and how CSG Hong Kong can leverage outsourcing to 
Cadence to serve the market. 
Motorola will need to leverage on the JP that it possesses. The company needs 
to aim for leadership with these JP in the industry. Very soon, the industry will require 
IP from various companies to be put together, using the best the industries can offer 
where licensing o f f f t o others and licensing the JP of competitors like EBM, HP, Intel, 
National Semiconductors and LSI would be the norm. Companies will aim for 
leadership where possible and partnership with suppliers where necessary. For 
Motorola, this can mean concentrating on its strength in IP such as MCORE, PowerPC, 
Coldfu-e, and Starl2 with CSG also focusing on its own particular IP. Possibly in the 
near future, Motorola's MCORE wiU be integrated TI's DSP using HP's embedded 
software to form one solution. In order for this to happen, a standard design process 
flow for integration is necessary and designers will need to focus in putting the IP 
together. For now, CSG Hong Kong needs to let designers focus on putting the 
internal EP together. This would allow the organization to position itself for the coming 
wave of JP sharing. 
La order to reach the immediate goal, CSG Hong Kong needs to leverage on 
what Cadence can do best. That means fully utHizing the leading-edge tools they 
possess and have them build the right design flow process for CSG. This will allow 
designers to innovate, improve products and achieve greater development speed and 
productivity instead of spending time in struggling in processes that are automatable. 
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Motorola needs to engage Cadence on building the right process like Seven-day CSIC 
that Motorola, and, in particular, CSG, can use in the long run. What needs to be done 
now by CSG Hong Kong is to engage Cadence in discussing both companies' long 
term strategies with respect to the Asia Pacific region. For CSG Hong Kong to be 
more successful, Cadence's presence in this region needs to increase to allow 
Motorola's expertise be built up successfully in the region. Motorola's internal services 
that used to be concentrated in the States can be built up locally to serve the region more 
effectively by being close to where the design work is happening. Since this direction 
requires long term commitment on both sides, CSG Hong Kong will need to negotiate 
with Cadence to get a better deal based on a partnership both sides can benefit from. 
In the human resources dimension, in order to achieve greater development 
speed and productivity, selecting the right people is important to complement the design 
process flow that will be used. The human resources development as discussed in 
Chapter I can be implemented to attract top talent, to enablejob matching, to have career 
progression, to have team balance, to allow for misfit elimination and to have a clear 
communication channel to disseminate the objectives of outsourcing and how to reach 
those objectives. The future design engineers, in addition to being able to design IP, 
will need to be system integrators. 
Other Recommendations 
One type of outsourcing that was considered for this study was outsourcing 
design work to Cadence. In the analyses, CSG Hong Kong is better off strategically to 
invest in developing the design flow process and not outsourcing design work to 
Cadence. However, this should not rule out outsourcing some of the laborious tasks 
required for designing and subcontractors other than Cadence can be considered for this 
to get over the shortage of personnel. A radical idea to ponder on is to encourage 
employees that want to be their own boss to become contractors. The company would 
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then have the flexibility in controlling the staffing level by outsourcing to these 
contractors when needed and the employees to have the freedom they might enjoy. 
One fmal recommendation this project offers is that outsourcing should not be 
allowed as an option to inflate the revenue per headcount figure. The bottom line of 
profit generated should be the overriding mechanism. Even if revenue per headcount is 
used as a control mechanism, it should be used not to reduce headcount but to review 
why the revenue generated did not meet expectation. 
Conclusions 
When outsourcing is considered, it must be pondered upon with the 
organization's long term interest in mind. It needs to have a clear method to measure 
the success of outsourcing, possibly based on solutions delivered to customers. 
Outsourcing should be done with a focus on keeping control of the company's key 
assets, leverage on what have been done akeady and continue to do so and not 
outsource the company's strength. 
When outsourcing is engaged, one needs to know exactly what you are buying 
and why. A successful outsourcing project would require the contract to be crafted 
carefully, specification requirements to be defined at least as well as an in-house job and 
the project managed as carefuUy as in-house projects with communications with the 
vendor well established. 
Outsourcing can be a costly venture and it should be used wisely. The payoff 
can be big but mismanagement can cost. By using outsourcing selectively, it can be a 
powerful tool for management. 
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APPENDDC 
QUESTIONS ASKED OF DESIGN COLLEAGUES ON OUTSOURCE^G DESIGN 
WORKTO CADENCE 
1. What is your initial impression to outsourcing design work to Cadence Design 
Services? 
2. What is your reaction to the fact that Cadence Design Services charge US$200 per 
hour? 
3. Do you feel that the design engineer's job is diminished in value if outsourcing is 
used? Why? 
4. Do you feel that your job or your team members' jobs are threaten if Cadence 
Design Services are used? Even if they are used only in tight projects and not used 
consistently? Why? 
5. How would you rate the morale if outsourcing is used? Why? 
6. Would you feel that with Cadence Design Services, this will enable you to be able 
to put more energy into design specification, top level design, module interface 
design and simulation vector design? 
7. If you are against using Cadence Design Services, would you change your answer 
if the project is tight? Jf not, what do you believe that you would do or what do you 
want the management to do instead before considering outsourcing? 
8. What if the project is extremely important and has a tight schedule? Would this 
change your answer? Why? 
9. Would you change your answer if Motorola decides to offer you a chance to 
become a contractor that receives a higher salary withoutjob stability? 
10. What would you believe Cadence Design Services should do tojustify the cost? 
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11. Please provide reasons why Cadence Design Services should be used. 
12. Please provide reasons why Cadence Design Services should not be used. 
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